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Bureau Institute. I have earned an M.A. in English Literature and have several published articles to my credit.
The Mystery Crackers: Tattooed Music is my second Self-Published Novel, succeeding the first one – The
Mystery Crackers: A Chest’s Tale and I aspire to create a series on them.
The Mystery Crackers
A Chest’s Tale

It’s hard to resist the temptation of possessing an antique golden chest, even if one doesn’t own it. It’s even harder
to stop trying to open it, when it stays stiff shut. What if, it contains, precious gems, jewels, important documents
or may be vital nation’s security? However, when this chest goes missing, closely followed by their Dad’s
disappearance, the fraternal twins – Prash and Nish, involuntarily don the teen detectives’ avatar. A withered
puzzle engraved on an old stone pavement showers light on their mysterious journey to seek their Dad’s
whereabouts and locate the precious chest. Will the young boys taste success at their first go? Only, The Mystery
Crackers: A Chest’s Tale has the stirring answer.
http://www.amazon.in/Chests-Tale-Mystery-Crackers-Book-ebook/dp/B00YQCRI0I
http://www.amazon.com/Chests-Tale-Mystery-Crackers-Book-ebook/dp/B00YQCRI0I

The Mystery Crackers
Tattooed Music

An innocent look at the dazzling replica of Daulihaam (A Blue Diamond Gold Choker) and a precious
bloodstained pure silk handkerchief lure fraternal twins – Prash and Nish in to a fascinating mystery of old ships,
tattooed music and a thirst to excavate the real Daulihaam’s mesmerizing history. Both brothers plunge deeply in
to it to place the identity of a deadly pirate. Unawares about the dangers that lie ahead, will the teen detectives get
the intriguing answers? Read The Mystery Crackers: Tattooed Music to hug the melodious truths about a
stunning adventure connected with a royal couple and a precious stone.
http://goo.gl/vBrYbt
http://www.amazon.com/Tattooed-Music-Mystery-Crackers-Book-ebook/dp/B07DQCG56G
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